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The storyline for this book of photography is 

a poem written by Colonel Harry Kendall 
Dowdy, Jr. (US Army, Retired) as a tribute 
for the Chapel’s centennial celebration on 

June 3, 2018.  It tells the remarkable story of 
Epiphany Chapel & Church House, the only 
WWI Chapel in the United States. With the 
poem as guide we see a clear picture of what 

is to be celebrated and admired most—          
the mission of the Chapel as “a caring 

companion” welcoming all people in the 
name of Christ, past and present,                     

and for many years to come. 
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EPIPHANY CHAPEL & CHURCH HOUSE: 

A CARING COMPANION 

PART 1: The Church Beginnings

They came into being in short order,

one purposely after the other. 

The first to debut was a new army camp; 

next and nearby a “Chapel and Church House”

 followed in the manner of a caring friend.   













 The time was World War, the Great War, 

which spawned the camp; the camp

 in turn spawned the church—

 a lesson that tragedy oftentimes 

has a caring companion. 













                            

The camp was committed to serve country, 

the church, the spiritual and social needs 

of those who serve.

                             













A host of helping hands nurtured

the infant church, but two generous women

provided the financial pablum that grew it

to structural maturity—from ground to roof.





Centennial Pilgrimage to Epiphany Episcopal Church, D.C. 



 The Capital, Saturday, June 2, 2018 — “Home of the Week” by Wendi Winters





Special Guests: Diane Rehm (NPR), Keynote Speaker;  David Craig (MD WWI Commission); Sandy 
McCain Morgan; Senator Bill Brock (for Senator John McCain); Michelle Corkadel (AACO); Scott 
Travers (Senator Chris Van Hollen)































                                  

Part II:    The Church Virtues  

                                                            

The church declares itself  

 “United in Diversity,” a state achieved 

through tolerance and reconciliation,

 fellowship and compassion.

 These gospel lights shine brightly

in the church, motivating many

 to act out the gospel script.

       

                     







                   

In times of calm and conflict, the church was                                                 

steadfast in its love of God and neighbor.                                         

Its voice was emphatic for goodwill, emphatic 

against hatred, injustice, and mean spiritedness. 

Its reach for fellowship extended to all, 

irrespective of hue or heritage—a fact made 

manifest by its multiethnic congregation.  







Annals of the church reveal the historic flow 

of its resources and talents to aid the hungry, 

the homeless, the underprivileged, 

needy students, a prisoner who had been 

incarcerated for 20 years, newly recruited 

soldiers, families of overseas-bound soldiers,

potential victims of suicide, travelers

 searching for the equivalent of home.

                 









A sense of civic responsibility inspired 

the church to build a child care center 

to satisfy a crying need in its community.









Many are the virtues of the church, but

a single distinction makes it unique. 





Part III:   The Church World War I Museum          

A historical marker at the church 

anoints it as the “only known 

World War I chapel in the United States.” 

                





Proud of this distinction, 

the church founded a World War I museum 

and housed it on the floor above its sanctuary. 

From there, prayers for peace are offered to deter

those who would wield the implements of war

exhibited in the museum above. 







The exhibits, though mute, tell the story 

of a bygone war and the carnage and ruin  

of all wars for that matter. 

 Patriotic posters call for volunteers;

thousands rally to the call eager 

 to defend country and 

desirous of foreign adventure. 

Double–deck beds tell of recruits

resting fitfully on hard, thin mattresses 

 anticipating their imminent 

 rendezvous with the perils of war.  





                                             

Uniforms with high round collars
and wraparound leggings remind 

of soldiers parading proudly  
while proud, but anxious, parents watch.

A touching poster depicts 
a determined soldier bidding 

wife and child a heart-wrenching 
 farewell on his way to distant danger.

A rimmed helmet gives the impression
of a metal umbrella permanently opened  

 to protect against raining shrapnel. 

                      





A gas mask, with its spent filter, harks back  

to lungs and lives saved from toxic fumes.

A tarnished bugle seems to preserve within 

its brass bosom the mournful tune of taps.

 The suggestive power of the exhibits

fills the ear of our imagination  

with sounds of the Great War:  





We hear
the digging, digging, the interminable 
 digging of long zigzagging trenches

that come to be vats of mud and
 the hunting grounds of predatory rats.  

We hear 
a first-in-battle heart thumping, thumping 

in a breast filled both with fear and bravery.
We hear

the fraught voices of chaplains 
beseeching protection for the unharmed, 

beseeching recovery for the wounded,
 beseeching mercy for the fallen.







To archive the mementos of war
in the hallowed venue of a church seems

 unusual and contrary to custom.
Custom aside, implicit in the stark contrast 

 of church and war museum is
a monumental message:

The remedy for war and its slaughter
is Christ and His peace. 





Part IV:   The Chaplains’ Peace Garden 

and Centennial Memorial Gardens

                                                  

 Bronze plaques in the church Peace Garden

memorialize names of the 2,928 chaplains

who served in World War I.

 Mention of their names echoes

 their prayers for peace and their acts 

of compassion in a time of deadly strife.

                  





The church prides its 

Centennial Memorial Gardens,  

designed to enlighten and inspire

by means of remembrance.











Painted poppies of iron brighten 

the garden with color and character. 

Though wrought of metal, the poppies

 project beauty and remind of sacrifice. 

 





The garden features a bronze plaque  

with the uplifting words that

for the asking, God will empower us with 

the wisdom and courage to overcome

 the predicaments of our time.  









Granite boulders punctuate the garden 

and suggest the happy chance that it

will long evoke kindly deeds of the

past, which will long inform posterity.

                               





More than a venue for remembrance, 

 the Memorial Garden is a place for

reflection, where one can ponder

the prospect that our present works,

in time, will become our glorious legacy 

 or our inglorious past.





Part V     A Hope for the Future of the Church                        

This storied church reminds us that

though we are stewards of the present, 

 it behooves us to remember

 the brave and benevolent souls of the past,

for it is from them that we draw much of

our present-day inspiration and wisdom.

                       









May this Chapel and Church House, 

through the ages, persist in its zeal 

to achieve diversity and reconciliation,

persist in its practice of charity and love. 

 











The photography for this book is provided by Mallory Ann Pente, Jim Hill, and Phebe McPherson





THE CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL GARDENS 

Consecrated June 3, 2018 


